Abstract: Fixed Wing Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) performing Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance (ISR) typically fly over Areas of Interest (AOIs) to collect sensor data of the ground from the air. If needed, the traditional method of extending sensor collection time is to loiter or turn circularly around the center of an AOI. Current Autopilot systems on small UAVs can be limited in their feature set and typically follow a waypoint chain system that allows for loitering, but requires that the center of the AOI to be traversed which may produce unwanted turns outside of the AOI before entering the loiter. An investigation was performed to compare the current loitering techniques against two novel smart loitering methods. The first method investigated, Tangential Loitering Path Planner (TLPP), utilized paths tangential to the AOIs to enter and exit efficiently, eliminating unnecessary turns outside of the AOI. The second method, Least Distance Loitering Path Planner (LDLPP), utilized four unique flight maneuvers that reduce transit distances while eliminating unnecessary turns outside of the AOI present in the TLPP method. Simulation results concluded that the Smart Loitering Methods provide better AOI coverage during six mission scenarios. It was also determined that the LDLPP method spends less time in transit between AOIs. The reduction in required transit time could be used for surveying additional AOIs.
Introduction
The development of Fixed Wing Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) as surveillance tools has grown exponentially in remote sensing applications [1, 2] . The militarization of remote sensing UAVs has been to said reduce risk and workload on soldiers as well as improve reconnaissance efforts [3] . Small (Group 1) hand launched UAVs, such as the RQ-11 Raven [4, 5] , are limited to flying shorter duration missions compared to the large UAVs and therefore efficiency of remote sensing is paramount. Increasing the efficiency in path planning could potentially increase sensor coverage, which will be the primary focus of this paper.
Loitering, the act of circling an Area of Interest (AOI), is commonly used during remote sensing. Small UAV autopilots tend to initiate the loitering by flying directly through the center of the AOI, also known as the Point of Interest (POI), prior to circling [6] [7] [8] [9] .The Pixhawk autopilot, developed by 3D-Robotics [10] , can be programmed for fixed wing aircraft is a commonly used autopilot that has this loitering feature. This loitering behavior will be referred to as the Fly Through method for the remainder of the paper. The loiter is programmed into the autopilot system as a number of waypoints that pass directly through the POI and circle around until an overlap with the AOI is accomplished, which is shown in Figure 1 . While the Fly Through method allows the UAV to loiter, it requires an extra turn outside of the AOI, which could cause a loss in sensor coverage of the AOI.
In order to decrease the loss in sensor coverage while loitering, two novel loitering methods were investigated and compared against the Fly Through Method in simulation based on previous work [11] . The first method transits from one POI to another along a vector tangential to the POIs' respective AOI edges. The second method transits along the vector connecting POIs and enters the loitering tangentially by executing a turn at the UAVs' minimum turning radius. Both novel methods avoid a direct Fly Through, resulting in an increased sensor coverage and have the added benefit of reducing flight time. The path planning simulations were programmed so that the path was represented as a finite number of UAV waypoints, which could easily be implemented into current autopilot systems with little to no modification. The implementation of sending the generated waypoints to the autopilot is a possible area of future work. 
Path Planning and Loitering
Path planning is the process of formulating a route that moves an entity from an initial state to a final state based on vehicle dynamics and navigational requirements [12] . The two common path planning methods that were examined were road map and pose-based methods. Road map path planning methods break down a solution space into a finite number of discrete segments. A desired mission optimization criterion is then used to select an optimal path in the solution space. Common road map methods include the Voronoi diagram [13] and cell decomposition [14] . Road map and cell decomposition methods were not found to be useful for the loitering simulations due to the main disadvantage of the methods being obstacle avoidance driven and not the shortest path. Pose-based path planning methods consist of generating a path that traverses a series of specified waypoints in space. Notable pose-based path planning methods include the Dubins and the Clothoid methods.
The Dubins pose-based path planning algorithm was developed by L.E. Dubins in 1957 [15] and uses a combination of circular arcs of a constant radius and straight line segments to generate a path. Arcs and straight path segments are then connected to each other via relevant tangent points to construct a full path. Grymin and Crassidis [16] applied the Dubins method to construct a flyable trajectory for a UAV tasked to navigate through a series of waypoints. In the study, a simplified aircraft model was constructed under the assumptions of constant velocity and turn radius. Karas [17] implemented the Dubins paradigm to model a two-dimensional fixed wing aircraft flight path.
Clothoid paths are similar to the Dubins method; however, they provide continuous arc paths instead of straight line segments. Using a Clothoid continuous curvature profile results in a gradual or ramp acceleration profile that may be easier for commonly used UAV platforms to follow. Wilburn [18] developed a three-dimensional UAV Clothoid trajectory generation algorithm that produced flyable paths of continuous curvature that ensured a command path that can be followed. The method presented by Wilburn [18] was developed as an extension of the three-dimensional Dubins and two-dimensional Clothoid methods. Shanmugavel [19] implemented the Clothoid method to generate safe and flyable flight paths for a cooperative group of UAVs tasked to arrive simultaneously on a target. Al Nuaimi [20] compared the differences between the Dubins and Clothoid methods. Simulations considered trajectory tracking control laws under various flight conditions. It was found that the Dubins path yielded increased tracking errors due to the discontinuous change in lateral command accelerations at the transition points between circular arcs and straight segments. However, accuracy of a UAV in following a command path is not considered a governing factor in maximizing the effectiveness of a loitering fixed wing UAV surveying an AOI. Since the accuracy of the UAVs' flight path was not vital for the purpose of the proposed loitering path planner methods, Dubins was used to both simplify the algorithms and keep computational efforts at a minimum.
Dubins
In the work presented, a fixed wing aircraft flight path was modeled to fly to and survey a series of AOIs in a search space. Dubins arcs were used to expressed bank maneuvers and Dubins straight path segments were used to express forward paths in a constant direction. Bank maneuvers were modeled as curved paths with radii equal to the aircraft minimum turn radius at the aircraft cruise speed. A sampling rate of one second was used to calculate the flight path segments. Sampling the flight path at a one second rate ensured that computational efforts of the algorithm were kept to a minimum while maintaining the curvature needed to describe the flyable path.
Flight paths generated using the Dubins method were achieved with an algorithm that produced a new trajectory point and path segment at each time step. The logical steps of the Dubins method are summarized in the flowchart shown in Figure 2 , where each trajectory point calculated corresponded to the start and the end of a path segment. Segments that are expressed by a forward path velocity vector − → v in the direction of the aircraft current heading angle α, shown in Figure 3 , where the bearing angle, β, represented the angle between a consecutive POI relative to a current POI or location. The Dubins process is achieved by first determining a bearing angle β to the first POI relative to the aircraft current position. Aircraft heading angle α was then set equal to the bearing angle β, as the aircraft was initially assumed to be inbound towards the first POI. Straight path segments were generated until the first POI was reached. Once the aircraft reached the first POI, the algorithm determined the difference between the aircraft current heading angle α and the bearing angle β to the next POI. The difference between angle α and β was compared to the aircraft turn-rate angle , which was the maximum angle that the aircraft could turn at each time step. If the difference between the angles was found to be larger than the turn-rate angle , the aircraft heading angle α was adjusted by adding or subtracting the turn-rate angle . Aircraft heading was incrementally adjusted until the difference between the heading angle α and bearing angle β was smaller than the turn-rate angle . At this point, the aircraft was in a straight line path with the next POI and straight path segments were generated.
Loitering
Loitering flight paths are executed during UAV operation to satisfy or optimize mission or user defined objectives. Rathinam [7] applied loitering to idling flight between tasking, exploratory flight utilizing a surveying sensor payload, and as a safe state in the event of failure or divergence from mission objectives. Similarly, Alighanbari [6] discusses the way by which timing constraints for a multi-UAV mission visiting multiple pre-defined waypoints can be satisfied by loitering about waypoints, therefore optimizing the overall mission time.
Sujit [8] explored effectiveness with which loitering and straight line paths could be simulated based on several commonly used path planning algorithms with particular regard to cross-track error. While loitering flight paths have been investigated for application in various UAV missions, the effect of loitering flight path geometry optimization on overall mission performance has not yet been explored in detail and, thus, is the basis of the presented study. 
UAV Flight Parameters

Path Planning
MATLAB, developed by MathWorks was used to model and analyze flight path simulations for a fixed wing aircraft using the two-dimensional Dubins [15] method to generate a flyable path. A pose-based Dubins path planning method was selected for this application where the waypoints represented the centers of the AOIs and the offset points for the loitering path entries and departures. The Dubins method was selected so the aircraft in flight behavior could be simplified and represented in a two-dimensional space using Dubins arcs and straight paths and has been implemented in UAV path planning previously [16, 21, 22] . Heading changes are described using Dubins arcs and straight paths using Dubins straight path segments.
UAV Sensors
In order to collect surveillance data from the AOIs, the internal payload and underbelly of the UAV will house a camera mounted on a one degree of freedom gimbal with a 74 • Field of View (FOV). The nominal position of the camera was assumed to point directly downward providing a coverage area of 6638 m 2 , seen in Figure 4a . When necessary, the camera would gimbal to either side of the UAV to maximize the AOI inside the camera's FOV. 
Loitering Path Planner Methods
Three loitering methods were developed and simulated in the following section. The Fly Through loitering path planner method required the aircraft to fly directly through the center of the AOI before turning into a loiter [6] [7] [8] [9] . Turning into the loiter resulted in a loss of coverage due to the aircraft traveling outside of the capable surveillance range of the gimballed camera system. In order to eliminate the need to fly outside of the surveillance range, the Tangential Loitering Path Planner (TLPP) was developed. The TLPP method required the aircraft to depart and enter AOIs tangentially such that the aircraft approached the AOI perimeter and entered the loiter immediately for maximized AOI coverage. Finally, the Least Distance Loitering Path Planner (LDLPP) was developed to reduce the transit distance and overall mission time by flying a path directly from POI to POI. Upon approaching the AOI perimeter, a loiter entry turn was executed, placing the aircraft on the AOI perimeter while the loiter departure turn placed the aircraft on a direct path in the direction of the next POI. Simulated flight data for AOI coverage and mission time were collected and compared for each of the three methods discussed.
Fly through Loitering Path Planner
The Fly Through loitering path planning algorithm established a basis of the underlying functions that will be utilized to develop UAV flight paths. The initial path planner was based on algorithms present in the Pixhawk autopilot system that produces a path that flies through the radius threshold of a POI and then begins to loiter. Modeling of a Fly Through loiter was achieved using the Dubins method that directed an aircraft to a POI and then began the loitering process at the aircraft's maximum turn rate. Once a pre-determined number of loiters had been performed, a path was then planned to the next POI or home if all POIs had been visited.
The initial iteration of a loitering path planning method was designed to increase sensor coverage by performing a loiter path around the center of the AOI. The loitering path planning was achieved by tasking the aircraft to fly through the center of the AOI first, increase or decrease headings to perform three quarters of a full turn and then fly a straight path to enter a loiter path, as illustrated in Figure 5 . The Fly Through path planner process began by determining the required bearing angle between the current position of the aircraft to the center of the first AOI. Straight path segments were then generated until the aircraft reached the center of the first AOI. Once the aircraft has reached the AOI, the algorithm determined whether it will enter into a clockwise (CW) or counterclockwise (CCW) loiter path direction around the AOI. The entry direction was determined by checking the position of the next AOI relative to the current AOI and determining if exiting the loiter path in a CW or CCW is in the direction of the next AOI. The direction check ensured that the heading changes required to reach the next AOI are minimized upon completing a loiter path. The aircraft entered the loiter path by changing its heading, in the determined CW or CCW direction, until it was in line with an offset point from the center of the AOI. The offset point was located at a distance equivalent to the minimum turn radius of the aircraft and was located along the aircraft initial inbound path to the AOI. To reach this point, the aircraft had to perform three quarters of a full loiter path for its heading to be in line with the offset point. A straight path was then generated to reach the offset point and was followed by the loiter path around the AOI. Upon completing the loiter path, the aircraft was in the same heading in which it entered. The heading is then adjusted accordingly until the aircraft is in a straight line path with the center of the next AOI. This iterative process continued until all AOIs were visited and the aircraft reached the end point. An example of the Fly Through loitering path can be seen in Figure 6 . What can be seen is that a straight path is first generated to the center of AOI 1. The path then enters into a CW heading change until it completes three quarters of a full turn, which is then followed by a straight path. The straight path is continued until it reaches the entry point of the loiter path. The CW loiter path was then preformed and at this point the aircraft is in a straight line with the center of AOI 2. The path continues in this fashion until the path reaches the end point. 
Tangential Loitering Path Planner
A secondary loitering path planning method called the Tangential Loitering Path Planner (TLPP) was sought to enable an aircraft to directly enter and depart a loiter path via tangent points. TLPP was an extension of the fly through and loiter path planner; however, it eliminated the necessity to travel an additional path to enter the loiter path. The algorithm first determined whether to enter the first AOI in a CW of CCW direction. This was determined in the same manner as the fly through and loiter path planner by checking the position of the next AOI relative to the current AOI. Once the direction was established, the algorithm calculated the coordinates of a point that was both the offset from the AOI and tangent to the aircrafts current position and allowed the aircraft to enter the path in the intended CW or CCW direction and can be seen illustrated in Figure 7 . This figure shows the starting point as POI 1 and the center of the AOI as POI 2 with the AOI loiter path at a radius of R. The tangent point to the left can then be seen as T L and the tangent point to the right can be seen as T R . The process by which the tangent points are determined is summarized in Equation (1) through Equation (7).
Following with the POI configuration presented in Figure 7 , the position vector of the POIs, P 1 and P 2 , are expressed in the form shown in Equation (1):
The first step in determining the tangential entry points along the AOI perimeter was to calculate the difference between P 1 and P 2 , for which the operation is shown in Equation (2):
where P 1 is the 2D position vector of POI 1 and P 2 is the 2D position vector of POI 2.
Taking the difference between position vectors, P 1 and P 2 , allowed for the determination of tangent points relative to the positions of both POIs in succeeding steps. Next, the Euclidean distance between P 1 and P 2 was found by taking the square root of the dot product, seen in Equations (3) and (4):
D 1,2 yields the distance between the two POIs, where D 1,2 is the distance from P 1 and P 2 squared. In order to obtain the positions of the left and right tangential entry points on the perimeter of AOI 2 from the direction POI 1, a geometric reference point, Q 1,2 , was established between POI 1 and POI 2 via Equation (5). The displacement required to find the tangent point on the AOI perimeter from the direction of POI 1, T 1,2 , was then calculated in Equation (6):
where R is the AOI radius and r is the turning radius of the UAV. Lastly, the position of the left and right tangential entry points, T L1,2 and T R1,2 , were calculated using Equation (7), wherein the displacement was added to and subtracted from the established geometric reference point for the right and left tangent points, respectively. The left and right tangent points are symmetric about the line d 1,2 .
where Q 1,2 is a geometric reference point relative to P 1 and P 2 , and T 1,2 is the displacement measured from Q 1,2 to tangent of AOI relative to P 1 and P 2 . The bearing angle required to reach the tangent point was calculated using the current heading of the aircraft assuming that it was initially inbound to the center of the AOI. Straight path segments were then generated to reach this point followed by a loiter path in the intended CW or CCW direction. Upon completing the loiter path, the algorithm calculated the set of inner tangent points between the current loiter path and the loiter path around the next AOI. One of the points in the set represented the departure point along the current loiter path direction and the other represents the entry point along the next loiter path direction. Assigning the departure point in this way allowed for additional coverage time of the current AOI before proceeding in a straight path to the next loiter path. An example of the inner tangent departure calculation is presented in Figure 8 in which the aircraft is departing from the current loiter path around POI 1 in a CCW direction and entering the next loiter path around POI 2 in a CW direction. The departure and entry point are determined by executing the following steps in reference to the POI geometry presented in Figure 8 , wherein the 2D position vectors of POI 1 and 2 are expressed as before in Equation (1) . Similarly, the distance between the two POIs is found using Equations (2)-(4). The bearing angle off of the horizontal between between POI 1 and 2, θ 1,2 , was determined by taking the inverse tangent of the absolute value of the Y and X values of P 1,2 . The calculation of θ 1,2 is shown in Equation (8) and the geometry is represented by angle projection lines in Figure 8 :
where P 1,2 is the difference between position vectors P 1 and P 2 . The departure angle between d 1,2 and r about point P 1 produced a path that bisected the line d 1,2 , yielding two similar right triangles and an equivalent entry angle into the loiter about P 2 . From the right triangle geometry that is consistent with tangential entry and departure, the tangential departure/entry angle was calculated in Equation (9):
where R is the AOI radius and d 1,2 is the distance between POI 1 and POI 2. The sum of these two angles, ζ and θ 1,2 is taken in Equation (10), which yielded the tangential departure/entry angle from the horizontal, as shown in Figure 8 :
where ζ is the tangential departure/entry angle from POI 1 to POI 2 and θ 1,2 is the bearing angle between POI 1 and POI 2. With the tangential departure/entry angle from the horizontal, λ 1,2 , the position of departure and entry points from the respective POI were determined through Equations (11) and (12):
Entry X = X 2 − R cos(λ 1,2 ),
where X 1 is the X coordinate of POI 1, Y 1 is the Y coordinate of POI 1, X 2 is the X coordinate of POI 2, Y 2 is the Y coordinate of POI 2, R is the radius of AOI, and λ 1,2 is the tangential departure/entry angle off of horizontal between POI 1 and POI 2. The tangential loitering path method was capable of successfully generating paths for an aircraft that avoided extra or wide turns associated with the Fly Through loitering method. A key feature of the TLPP was that the aircraft entered the next loiter path in the opposite CW or CCW direction from the previous loiter path, meaning that the determination of CW or CCW loiter path entry was only necessary for the first AOI. This iterative process was repeated until all AOIs were visited and the aircraft reached the end point. An example of the TLPP is shown in Figure 9 for five POIs. Note that the TLPP did not have any extra or unnecessary turning outside of the AOI that was present in the Fly Through method. The tangential point to the first loiter path was calculated and is presented in Figure 9 as the green point to the lower right of the center of AOI 1. The path then proceeded into a CCW loiter path and, upon completion, followed an additional loiter path denoted in red to the departure point at the upper right of AOI 1. At this point, the heading was in a tangential straight path with the next AOI, which was slotted to execute a CW loiter. This process of tangential entry and departure was repeated until the vehicle reached the end point. TLPP was found to be significantly more effective than that of the Fly Through and loiter method with both reduced overall mission times and increased AOI coverage. Not only did the TLPP method avoid the additional path needed in the Fly Though method, but it was much simpler in terms of navigation and will work best with existing autopilot systems that operate off waypoint navigation. 
Least Distance Loitering Path Planner
Although TLPP yielded smooth entry and departure maneuvers that increased sensor coverage while in proximity of an AOI, it did not follow the shortest or most direct route from one AOI to another.The shortest path between AOIs would simply be to fly along the vector connecting each AOI. In order to further optimize sensor coverage and reduce overall mission duration, a third solution was developed that incorporated both smart loiter entry and departure maneuvers as well as a direct flight path between AOIs, termed the Least Distance Loitering Path Planner (LDLPP).
LDLPP consisted of four fundamental maneuvers that ultimately allowed for the overall reduction of transit distances between AOIs. The four maneuvers consisted of transit between AOIs, curved loiter entry, loiter, and curved loiter departure. LDLPP repeated the four fundamental maneuvers in order until the vehicle reached the desired end point. It is important to note that the departure maneuver placed the vehicle on a path directly in line with the next POI rather than on target with the tangent of the next AOI as in the TLPP method.
The LDLPP algorithm started by calculating a bearing angle θ between a start point and the first POI. The transit maneuver was then initiated by generating straight line segments in the direction of the bearing angle until the UAV reached a predetermined distance D Entry from the POI. When the UAV reached distance D Entry from the POI, the straight line segment transit maneuver was terminated and then the curved entry maneuver was initiated. The curved entry maneuver consisted of turning the UAV at a constant turn rate until the vehicle was directly over the first AOI perimeter. When the UAV was on the AOI's perimeter, the curved entry maneuver was terminated and the loitering maneuver was initiated by turning the UAV in a CCW direction. The loitering maneuver continued until two conditions were met. The first condition required that the UAV had circled the AOI completely at least once. The second condition compared the angle between the craft, the current POI, and the next POI to a predetermined entry/departure angle α ED . When the UAV had completed at least one turn and was at α ED degrees with respect to the current and subsequent POIs, the loiter maneuver was terminated and the CW circular exit turn was initiated. The curved exit turn was performed at the same turn rate as the entry turn. Once the UAV tangentially intercepted the line connecting the current and subsequent POIs, the exit turn was terminated and the LDLPP was restarted, commanding the UAV to transit to the next POI. The LDLPP path for a transit, entry, loiter, exit, and transit set of maneuvers described is shown in Figure 10 where the transit path is denoted with a dashed line, angle projections are denoted with a dotted line, the loiter path is denoted by a solid line and the vehicle position is marked by a green circle.
In reference to the POI geometry presented in Figure 10 , the three POI positions are expressed in the same notation presented in Equation (1) . The position vector of the UAV is expressed similarly, but in this case it takes the form presented in Equation (13):
where F x is the X coordinate of UAV and F y is the Y coordinate of UAV. Note that the position of a UAV, as represented in Figure 10 , is at that of an arbitrary time during the simulation. The bearing angle, θ 1,2 , between POI 1 and POI 2, was then calculated through Equation 8 . With the positions of P 1 , P 2 , P 3 , F, and the bearing angle assigned, the straight line transit maneuver was generated with a slope of θ 1,2 . The entry/departure angle, α ED , provided the angle at which the UAV flying along the turn radius, r, would lie tangent to the AOI radius, R, measured about the next POI. The calculation for which is shown in Equation (14):
where R is the radius of the AOI and r is the turn radius of vehicle. An example of the associated angle projection is shown in Figure 10 . The closing distance was calculated from the current position of the UAV using Equations (2)- (4), while the curved entry distance, D Entry , was calculated as a function of the vehicle turn radius, r, AOI radius, R and entry/departure angle, α ED . The straight line transit maneuver was executed until the closing distance of the UAV, D c , was equal to the entry distance, D Entry , which is calculated in Equation (15):
where R is the radius of the AOI, r is the turn radius of vehicle, and α ED is the entry/departure angle. Once the closing distance, D c , was equal to the entry distance, D Entry , the straight line transit maneuver was terminated and a CW turn of constant radius, r, was initiated. The change in heading throughout the entry turn, ∆β, was tracked in order to determine when the entry turn could be considered complete. Entry turn heading change was calculated by taking the absolute difference of the current heading β F and the heading at the start of the entry turn, β Entry , as shown in Equation (16):
where β F is the current heading of UAV and β Entry is the heading of UAV at the start of entry turn. Once the change in heading, ∆β, became equal to the entry/departure angle α ED , the CW entry turn was terminated and the position of the aircraft was said to be on the perimeter of the AOI. The loiter maneuver was then initiated in a CCW direction with a turning radius equivalent to the radius of the AOI, R, and was executed until two conditions were satisfied. The first condition required that a 360 • turn around the perimeter of the AOI be completed, while the second condition required that the angle γ 2,3 between the UAV and POI 3 with respect to POI 2 be equal to α ED .
The closing angle, γ 2,3 , followed a similar concept to that of ∆β in which the angle between the UAV and the departure angle with respect to the current POI was tracked around the loiter to determine the instant at which the UAV could exit the loiter in the direction of the next POI. The closing angle between POI 2 and POI 3, γ 2,3 , was calculated by taking the inverse tangent of a quotient containing the absolute value of a determinant and a dot product, shown in Equation (17):
where F is the UAV position vector, P 2 is the POI 2 position vector, and P 3 is the POI 3 position vector. The loitering maneuver was terminated and the exit turn was initiated. Figure 11 presents a scenario wherein the UAV, denoted as F, is assumed to have completed a 360 • trip around the AOI and approaches the departure angle from a CCW direction that will align the UAV with POI 3. Similar to the entry turn, the heading of the UAV throughout the exit turn was tracked using Equation (16) until the change in the heading angle was equal to the entry/departure angle α ED . Once equal, the exit turn was terminated and the algorithm returned to the first step, generating straight line segments to the next POI.
If the next waypoint was a POI, the UAV would begin the transit, entry, loiter, and exit loop over again. If the next waypoint was the endpoint of the simulation, the UAV would simply transit to the endpoint using straight line transit segments. Once the UAV reached the endpoint, the simulation terminated. A five POI simulation utilizing the LDLPP method is presented in Figure 12 , where the UAV starts at (0,0) and surveys five POIs in numerical order before returning to the START/END point. 
Path Planning Simulations
Simulation Parameters
Six simulation scenarios were programmed into MATLAB, which are shown in Figure 13 . The scenarios consist of four to nine POIs in various configurations in order to determine how well the algorithms perform under various ranges of operation. The START and END waypoints for each scenario were located at (0,0) and all POIs were restricted to an 800 × 800 m area. The radius of the AOI was set equal to the minimum turning radius of the vehicle and held constant for all simulations. A waypoint was generated for each one second time step. It was assumed that the UAV had equivalent properties to Raven RQ-11B: turning radius of 46 m, cruising speed of 12 m/s, and a turn-rate of 14 • /s A requirement was established in which 75% of the AOI must be within the cameras' FOV in order to be considered as coverage. Quantifying coverage in this way could allow for post-processing stitching of the surveillance images to assemble a complete image of the AOI. Coverage time was then defined as the sum of time steps where the camera's FOV experienced sensor coverage of 75% or more of the AOI. Lastly, for each simulation, the UAV was required to complete at least one turn around the AOI before transiting to the next AOI. 
Simulation Results
The flight time and area coverage for the three loitering techniques are summarized in Table 1 . It can be expected that with an increasing number of AOIs, both flight time and AOI coverage will increase. This trend held true for all AOI coverage measurements; however, for the nine AOI scenarios, there is a slight drop in flight time for all three methods. The decrease in flight time from eight to nine AOIs is due to the arrangement and order. In order to further compare the three loitering methods, it is beneficial to look at not only the total flight time and area coverage, but the time spent in transit between AOIs. Using Table 1 in tandem with Figure 14 , a comparison can be made between the three loitering methods. From Table 1 , it is shown that the LDLPP method consistently achieves the lowest flight times of the three methods examined. This may primarily be attributed to the decrease in transit time produced by optimizing the flight path between AOIs, shown in the bottom graphic of Figure 14 . In addition, the top graphic of Figure 14 demonstrates that while the transit time is significantly decreased for the LDLPP method, it still achieves an average AOI coverage that is higher than that of the TLPP method. From the results presented, it can be said that the LDLPP method maximized the AOI coverage while minimizing flight times. Maximum coverage and minimal flight times were achieved by eliminating unnecessary turns outside of the AOI as well as reducing transit distance. 
Conclusions
Traditional Fly Through loitering for an aircraft was investigated to determine if a more efficient path could be undertaken to avoid unnecessary and extra turns to enter a loiter. Modeling of flight was achieved using pose-based Dubins aircraft algorithms. Three algorithms for loitering were evaluated based on overall flight time and AOI coverage. The Fly Through loitering method required that the UAV fly directly over the center of an AOI before entering into a loiter path around the AOI. Two new methods, the Tangential Loitering Path Planner method and Least Distance Loitering Path Planner method, were developed to include intelligent entrance and exits around an AOI loiter path. The Fly Though Loitering method typically resulted in unwanted extra turns due to the loiter entry through the center of an AOI. The TLPP and LDLPP methods allowed the aircraft to directly enter a loiter from a strategic position located outside the AOI, thus eliminating unnecessary turning. It was concluded that both the TLPP and LDLPP methods have superior coverage for a given number of AOIs. It was also demonstrated that that the LDLPP method had the shortest transit time for the simulations ran. The implications of a lower transit time translate into more time available for AOI coverage and reduced overall flight times.
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